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Our beloved past board member, Jim Noyes, had a large tool collection. His son Bruce recently 
donated many of these vintage tools to the Old Lyme Historical Society. A sample of hand tools 
from that collection are exhibited here. New England was an early leader and innovator in the 
production of tools, and Connecticut in particular remained an important center of tool making 
into the twentieth century.  

The top shelf shows a variety of planes. A plane is a small sharp blade set in a frame that allows 
the user to remove thin shavings of wood with each stroke. A block plane creates a flat surface. 
Shaper planes create more complex forms, as seen in the example beside each one. The draw 
shave or draw knife does the same job as a block plane, but the user provides all the control on 
depth of cut.  

Cut nails are rectangular in cross section. They cut the wood fibers and grip the wood much more 
strongly than modern drawn nails made from round wire. The card on the top shelf shows many 
specialized varieties of cut nails. In the early 19th century there was a nail mill on Mill Brook 
between Rogers Lake and the Lieutenant River. 

Wooden dowels or pegs were often the preferred method of attaching two pieces of wood. An 
auger was used to drill a hole through both pieces, and a dowel of the exact diameter was then 
driven in to join the two. Another method was to cut a mortise (hole) in one piece and a matching 
tenon on the end of the other piece to make a snug fit between the two. The bottom of the display 
shows an auger (with its own handle) and different kinds of auger bits. At the bottom right are 
dowel makers (or "hollow augers") used to cut round (or conical) tenons onto the end of a piece 
of wood. All of these bits were used by fitting them into a brace like that shown at the lower 
right.  

At the lower left of the display are a number of measuring and marking tools, including a folding 
ruler, a scratch awl for marking wood, and dividers for transferring measurements. The squares 
are used to check that pieces are at exactly 90 degrees to one another. The larger framing square 
is also calibrated to directly read the rise and run (angle of pitch) of rafters and roof elements. 
The circle marker (or compass) marks out a circle of a set radius.  

On the lower shelf are two clamps for holding pieces together when making a glue joint, and a 
special form of draw knife called a barrel shave or a cooper's inshave, used to shape barrel 
staves. 


